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About This Game

Welcome to Unsolved Stories which adorns the open world games with next-generation graphics. Chicago is an exciting and
fascinating city with its absolute beauty, history, and great locations. The very first part, prepared for Unsolved Stories presents

the whole glory of Chicago to you. New generation, highly detailed, stunning graphics engine will portray the magnificent
atmosphere of the city. You can visit the most beautiful parts of the city. From the magnificent waterfront skyscrapers to the
mess of the ghetto neighborhood. Freely explore the crowded and spectacular environment of the city besides its deserted and
abandoned places. In each added new episode, you will find the story of a character and its gameplay. Unsolved Stories offers

you an exciting and fascinating environment of the city in which you can use "First Person" view.

Please share your comments and suggestions with us about the game.

support@madhoundgames.com
MadHoundGames 

What is the current state of the Early Access version?
Innovations are added in short time intervals. Therefore, the following list applies to 1.0.5.3.

You can use the news page to keep up to date.

Walking Tour Description

In this mode, you can freely navigate through the first person's point of view.
You can use it to see the venues developed for the story mode.
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Venues are Chicago Region 2, Chicago Region 5 and Nikko Region 8 at the moment.

Showcases Descriptions

Vehicle Showcase
In this mode, you can see our prototype car models in full 3D environment.

Inventory Showcase
In this mode, you can see our various useable object models in full 3D environment.

Jenny's Home
In this mode, you can see one of the main characters' house model in full 3D environment.

Ernesto's Home
In this mode, you can see one of the main characters' house model in full 3D environment.

Landscape Chicago
In this mode, you can see the landscape of the first episode in full 3D environment.

You can fly with an aircraft.

Mini-Games Descriptions

First Shot Version 1.1
Type : First Person Shooter

Single Player : Free For All game mode prototype has been added to the current version. In this mode, you can play against
boots.

Multiplayer : Free For All game mode prototype has been added to the current version.
Multiplayer : Team Death Match game mode prototype has been added to the current version.

Mad Galaxy Version 1.1
Type : 2.5D Shoot-Em-Up

This is a mini-game developed from classic arcade shooter game genre with 2.5D graphics.

Mad Pinball
Type : Pinball

This is a mini-game developed from classic Pinball game genre with 3D graphics.

RoboKong
Type : Endless Side-Scroller

This is a mini-game developed from classic arcade side scroller + endless runner game mechanics with 3D graphics.

Power Of Magnet
Type : Top Down Shooter

This is a mini-game developed from the classic top down shooter game genre with 3D graphics.

Live By The Sword
Type : 3D Platformer

This is a mini-game developed from classic arcade side scroller action game genre with 3D graphics.

Mateo Return Home
Type : 2D Platformer

This is a mini-game developed from classic arcade platformer game genre with 2D graphics.

Mad Jack
Type : Casino
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This is a mini-game developed from casino card game genre with 3D Graphics.

Mountain Race
Type : Racing

This is a mini-game developed from arcade style racing game genre with 3D graphics.

Black Knight
Type : Third Person Action

This is a mini-game developed from third person action genre with 3D Graphics.

Description Zhuo City
Type : Third Person Action

This is a mini-game developed from third person action genre with 3D Graphics.

Mad Memory Game
Type : Casino

This is a mini-game developed from casino card game genre with 3D Graphics.

Iceberg Kingdom
Type : Isometric Tower Defense

This is a mini-game developed from classic tower defense game genre with 3D Graphics.

The current version doesn't contain story modes and final image quality.

Future Content

LandScape with City Roads 10km X 10km - Completed

Building exterior and environmental designs - Completed

Building interior - Incomplete

Sky and day-night cycle system - Completed

Weather system for rain and snow - Incomplete

Water and river system - Completed

Underwater spaces - Incomplete

Underground channels - Work In Progress

Min Games - Work In Progress

Dynamic Global Illumination - Completed

HBAO+ Horizon-Based Ambient Occlusion - Completed

Volumetric Lighting - Completed

First Person and Third Person views. - Work In Progress

Weapon pick-up and drop-down system - Work In Progress
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Weapon Recoil system - Work In Progress

Driving and traffic system - Work In Progress

Character basic movement system - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Cover - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Ladder - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Evade - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Slow Motion - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Energy - Work In Progress

Character advanced movement system - Injury - Work In Progress

Door opening / closing system - Work In Progress

Quick Time Event system - Work In Progress

Crowd animation and AI system - Work In Progress

Multiplayer Game Types - Planned

Adventure-Based Story Episodes - Planned

And Many More !!!
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Title: Unsolved Stories
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
MadHoundGames
Publisher:
MadHoundGames
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400s @ 2.5 GHz, AMD FX 6120 @ 3.5 GHz or better

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible using the latest drivers

Additional Notes: Only the SSD should be used with full version. It needs 85 GB free space.

English
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When this game first came out, I just could not make myself play it, as I found the faery annoying. Saw it on sale here
on Steam, and thought, "Why Not?" Especially since I had played the first and third in this series.
The faery and the dragon didn't annoy me as much as I thought they would.
Despite what another reviewer wrote, you can click on them while they are speaking just to shut them up.
Especially when the dragon is repeating what someone just told you.
I actually did enjoy it, except for some of the HO's being difficult to find.
I like the fact that it has a jump map and you are notified when you are done in an area,
so you can just move on.
It was at times challenging, but not overly so. Puzzles are solvable without being to simple.
If your not sure what to do, there is a hint helper on top you can click on that will let you know what
to do. Otherwise, it stays out of site, for those who do not want hints.
There is a WT on the Big Fish site for when you get really stuck.
Not sure what the CE would have, as seeing I played #3 I knew how the story would end.. If you're into building robots, or have
ever been curious, this is probably the simulation for you.
I'll post a more detailed review once I've had time to delve into Logic Bots more.. taught me everything i need to know, i now
have 17 girlfriends and 3 boyfriends. i love it. Visually top notch, unusual storyline, and intriguing setting. Biggest problem? The
hint system is under-developed. If you're not going to give enough clues directly, you need to have at least a hint system robust
enough to steer you to the right room without needing a recharge.

that said, I can definitely reccomend this game despite that large flaw - the story is definitely different, the animation is well-
done, and the HOG are incredibly well-detailed as well as authentic to the rough time period the game lingers in.. It's the same
price as a Taco Bell burrito, and it's worth every penny.
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Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. This game is a total perversion of the
1nSANE franchise. The original was a pioneer of off-road demo-derby racing that gave the player a feature-rich depth of
control like having to customize your suspension and gear ratios to suit the environment and type of competition your next game
would be in, and the procedual damage that would sometimes smash your car into a twisted mess- but perhaps just not enough to
prevent you from limping across the finish-line for the win. This is more like mario cart than 1nSANE. It's a cliche booster-
gauge 'win points to buy upgrades' racer that has no business posing as a successor to 1nSANE. There isn't even a manual
transmission option anymore. And, I could have missed it, but in the couple hours I've spent in the game so far, I didn't see a
custom map utility- which was one of the coolest things about 1nSANE.

Even if not associated wth the Codemasters masterpiece, this is not a very good racing game. It's half-racer, half-demolition
derby, and not enough to be successful at either. Go play Hydro Thunder. It's basically the same darn thing but immensely
better.. Someone thought I was chickening out, but I just needed to trading cards... Love this game! One of my favorite rogue-
like games on Steam. Please continue updating this game!. If you enjoy procedurely-generated dungeons, then look no further.
It may be bland and repetitious, but it's only three dollars and fun to play.

Hint: There is a musical cue that lets you know when enemies are sneaking up.. Fun and meh.. You bet I'm recommending this
game, too.

10/10 great sequel love the protagonist. short but amazing game... good jokes... great memes.... reccomended it to some of my
friends.... now i got a few friends less. 11/10 would loose friends again. nice story. but i think its terrible game

[Server Maintenance] Tuesday, March 13th 2018, 21:00 EDT **UPDATED**:

Please be aware that we will be conducting a scheduled maintenance on Steam Knight Online Servers and service will be
temporarily unavailable.
Maintenance time will be as follows:

Knight Online Server Time (EDT): 21:00
South America (PET): 20:00
Turkey : 4:00, March 14th

Duration: Approx. 2 hours, 30 minutes
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The maintenance will include:. Civitatem - Important Message:
Update II - This issue should be fixed now with latest version 1.01, but in the rare case somebody encounters
this: just go to your steam folder, steamapps\common\Civitatem and run nw.exe

Update: Running Steam as administrator seems to fix this problem, but if somehow you still encounter this: run nw.exe
or civitatem.exe, from your steam folder > steamapps\common\Civitatem.

At the moment some people experienced problems with relaunching the game after exiting, after a gameplay session. If
you experienced this, open Task Manager (ctrl+alt+del) and kill all the process named nw.exe. Else restart steam.

This doesn't occur on the version bought from the official site, drm free.

Why this happens? Well if steam detects some processes left by your game that takes longer to close, it will think that
the game is half close, but it still gonna try to run it and nothing will work, without killing the old process ...¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Sorry for this inconvenience, i am working on it, so far it with the new update, it only happens if you want to relaunch
right away, without waiting some time.

Thanks for understanding,

George. 歡慶STEAM上架！豪華大禮放送再加碼！:

親愛的神子們大家好

為了感謝各位神子的踴躍參與，製作團隊為了感謝大家的支持與愛護，將再加碼延長部分STEAM上架活動的時間，讓神子們能更好的享受遊戲的樂趣，詳細內容請參考以下活動
加碼資訊！

豪華第三重：STEAM上架大回饋！儲值紅利加碼送！. Mayday Launch:
Steam accepts our store page in time for May 1st release.

The launch date was internally important too us, as we feel a sense of urgency and real need for some of the goods we
have cooking!
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We look forward to many more annoucements, but for now we did want to set a clear expectation of what we have
planned for May 1st.

True to the name - mayday mayday meaning help! emergency!, with our 1st debut we wanted to find the biggest thing the
steam community on a whole could use help with and do that.

So here is what we plan to answer for this months mayday call to arms:

 Provide a rock solid experience of how to use source sdk on linux and then add vr to it.

Soon after that we will bore you with a Unity release of much of what you have probably already seen so we can have
comparable offerings to other studios but we wanted to focus around supporting tools that are native linux and to steam
and do what other studios aren't all doing.

[April 17 - Update]
Thus far we have source filmmaker working on an old Alienware Alpha i3, 8 gig ram (it plays the "heavy" scene in real
time flawlessly) with SteamOS brewmaster beta using vulcan and proton wine! - And if that doesn't sound alien i don't
know what will.

We will be writing a guide for getting up in going with this, then how to do a mod of our mayday content -> all on linux
native (assuming we can end 2 end linux this. [in theory we can but now we have a deadline to deliver o my!])

So we wanted to lay clear expectations. Once this is done, we will call off our mayday alert and switch over to Unity 3d,
do some guides for how to workshop with us and do unity on Linux native too - get those workshops-a-working too!

Stealth Achievement: (Impossible Long Range Shot [side mission])
We have in mind a directory strucuture using steam pipes/depots and packages to facilitate both of these (Unity and
Source SDK) side by side like how the old SteamVR demo used to work where the secret shop was the only thing that
was Unity but in a buggy way then (not buggy for us we hope) it was possible to switch from source to Unity and back
again real slick stuff. We want to get this flushed out and polished for everyone so everyone can draw from all the
strengths here on Steam.

Lastly, there are some open source licensed steam file format importers that work with Unity. If curious duckgo a search
for "Hammer to Unity" this is the other part of it, plus SteamVR unity asset from 2017 already had most of steam
materials wired up. We think valve wants us to do this, just haven't broken the cipher man.

So thats all for now, signing off. Enough radio chatter already geez, like only the 4 people reading this know what you
mean. oops!. Suggestions Forum Live:
Hey guys DylaNemesis here,

we get messages all the time with people suggesting things that they think would look cool or add to the overall
experience of the game.
So I decided to post this announcement to let you guys know we made a seperate forum in the steam page dedicated to
the discussion of what features and content you would like to see.

Please feel free to hop over to the Suggestion tab and just tell us what you think and maybe even comment on some
other user's suggestions saying how you think it could be improved

http://steamcommunity.com/app/366580/discussions/3/. TTFA Development Update!:
Hello there!

Today we're very exited to show you a cool little development video that we put together!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKhErz39PPg
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It is simply... magnificent.

Martin
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